
GIMP PROJECTS

BeginnerÂ¶. GIMP Quickies Use GIMP for simple graphics needs without having to learn advanced image manipulation
methods. Simple Floating Logo.

You get to see his linework and his final color choices. Stay close and try it yourself, the result is definitely
worth it! This is a great intro guide for beginners who have never used the GIMP color panel before. Pirates of
Caribbean Text Hey guys! One such example using GIMP shows him painting a retro-style engineer character
from scratch. This GIMP video tutorial will show you exactly what you need to do. From then on you can
head on to more advanced tutorials, all of which often assumes you know the basics. Especially when
combined with the setup tutorial above. If you want to do line art with GIMP then this tutorial is sure to
please. Puppy Dog Speedpainting Getting back onto the painting side we have this video from artist Johan
Brits. As some knowledge of GIMP is needed, we recommend this tutorial for the intermediate level users.
The Complete Website Tutorial All in one tutorial: design your layout with Gimp, slice it and code it. The
Wired Magazine had a similar headline in September and looked really awesome! Most speedpainting videos
go so fast and usually rely on background music. There are not many steps needed, but the result is truly
efficient. Related Posts:. The actions taken are written, so you can follow better. At least beginner to
intermediate GIMP skills are assumed. Create Rotated Tileable Patterns The following tutorial shows how to
make tileable stripe patterns. This is the perfect tutorial for you: we shall make a killer apple! This technique
also helps deal with with film grain from traditional photography that is uncovered by high-resolution
scanning. This totals about 30 minutes of instruction with plenty of custom brushes and techniques for artists
to follow. Kynitia â€” Speed Painting You can learn a lot from speedpainting videos and this one shows you
how to design a character in GIMP start-to-finish. It may vary based on your tablet resolution but most
pressure sensitivity works the same. Landscape Painting If you want to get into painting environments then
check out this awesome video covering a landscape painting in GIMP. Daredevil in GIMP One nice thing
about this video is how the creator actually narrates their way through the process. Pretty cool right? Love
creating fanart of your favorite characters? Really you can start with practically zero knowledge of GIMP or
digital painting. It will be saved in the GIMP program files so you can use it multiple times, unlike the
clipboard brush. It is relatively quick and easy to do, and even though it is made from scratch, it looks very
realistic and genuine. Super easy to follow with a very clear process. The final result is really fun to see and
you can surprise your friends any time with a different type of portrait! Learn how to paint a carrot in GIMP
with this 7-minute video. Awesome Bokeh Effect in Gimp Have fun with this tutorial on how to create a cool
and colorful looking bokeh digital effect. This is, basically, a free alternative to Photoshop. Digital Painting
â€” A Carrot If you want a more specific painting tutorial then here ya go! The red and blue channels are
especially susceptible.


